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Snapshots

Bar Convent
Berlin
Europe’s largest trade fair for the
bar and drinks industry returned
to STATION Berlin in October
for three days of spirits sampling
and education.

The Samson & Surrey portfolio

Halm’s virtually
unbreakable glass straws

Catoctin Creek’s Edward Harris

The team from Blinking Owl Distillery of Santa Ana, California
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Japanese gin brand 135o East
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Snapshots

Virginia
Spirits Trail
September was Virginia Spirits
Month. It also marked the official
launch of the Virginia Spirits
Trail. The Commonwealth’s
distillers celebrated at George
Washington’s Mount Vernon.

Catoctin Creek’s Scott Harris and
Virginia Governor Ralph Northam

George Washington’s Distillery

The governor talks spirits.
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packaging

Catoctin Creek made a wise investment
in its brand’s visual identity.

SHELF
APPEAL

How bold label design is helping some
craft distillers stand out from the crowd.
BY ANDREW KAPLAN
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Catoctin Creek Distilling Co. had always been
confident about the liquid inside its bottles.
It was what was on the outside that had the
distillery a bit concerned.
“A lot of our labels—the very first ones—
were designed in-house and were super barebones,” says Becky Harris, who co-founded
the distillery in Purcellville, Virginia, 10 years
ago with her husband, Scott. “We got to the
point where we were like, ‘Okay, we learned a
lot.’ For a couple of engineers without design
backgrounds, when you’re selling most things
out of your tasting room it’s hard to understand just how important it is that your label
looks and feels as good as the spirits inside.
“And so we got to where we decided we
really needed to have someone help us build
a cohesive look and feel across the different
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SKUs that we were planning to sell nationwide.”
Fueling the Harrises’ urgency to revisit their
labels was the simple fact of growing competition. When Catoctin Creek was founded a decade ago, there were half a dozen distilleries in
all of Virginia. Today, there are 70. So the need
to stand out from the crowd was growing.
“I think enough things have changed in the
marketplace now that, for a prospective distiller, it’s really important to put some resources
initially into brand identity—what is my label
going to look like?” Harris says. “And invest
some money into having a label that will catch
people’s eyes and will make them want to pick
it up. I think that’s a really big deal.”
Veteran label suppliers to the craft spirits
industry, such as Don Wright, one of the owners of Wright Global Graphics in Thomasville,
North Carolina, agree. As the craft spirits
industry matures and competition continues
to grow, the effectiveness of the label can
make a big difference.
“I always refer to the magic tenth of a
second,” Wright says. “Your brain can register
in one-tenth of a second whether it wants
to learn more or pass it up, a very short time
frame. There’s got to be something that’s
compelling there to make a customer want to
learn more. If you can get them to pick it up,
you got ‘em, you’re 90% there.”
Craft distillers that have been around for
a while, or those just entering the scene, are
in some ways lucky when it comes to labels
today. Newer labeling technologies like digital
printing and augmented reality are opening
up new possibilities when it comes to flexibility, affordability and consumer engagement.
While at the same time, the maturity of the
craft spirits industry means it is breaking out
of preconceived notions of label design into
some surprising new possibilities.
That Personal Touch
“Designing the label was probably the most
time-consuming and challenging and interactive experience of anything when putting
spirits into a bottle,” says Vienna Barger,
principal and co-owner of Southern Distilling
Co. in Statesville, North Carolina, which introduced its first packaged spirits, a line of five
bourbons, in August 2017. “We had a whole
slate of different designs we looked at.”
But Barger and her team decided to have
some creative fun with the process. They
opened it up to consumers passing through
their tasting room on tours. “We were asking
people’s opinions and kind of doing minifocused group testing to see what people
would like. It was a very involved and detailed
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process for us,” Barger says.
“Obviously, what’s in the bottle’s got to
be good, so you’ve got to start there,” she
continues. “But the billboard of your label is
what’s going to tell your story to the consumer that’s shopping the shelf. And it needs
to be recognizable and identify who you are
and be able to tell at least that first story. Particularly in places where folks haven’t had that
opportunity to sample or taste or experience
the product yet. They need to be able to get
a sense of what they should find when they
open the bottle.”
If there’s one thing about craft distillers that sets them apart from other spirits
manufacturers, it’s that their efforts are very
personal. And this personal touch appears on
their labels in many different ways.
For Southern Distilling, there are a variety
of visual symbols built into the design that
have deep meaning to Barger and her team.
For example, the red star represents the
backgrounds of Barger and her husband, Pete.
“He’s a North Carolina native and we’ve got a
star here on the North Carolina flag. And I’m
from California, and there’s also a star on that
flag,” she says.
Also, the Southern Distilling emblem, a
round “SD” on the label, plays off the design
of the Southern Railway logo. “We were a
hub for railroads here in Statesville,” Barger
explains. “So we ended up with raw materials
and a lot of liquor being produced.”
Southern tapped into the talents of two
designers to help them come up with their
labels. Jim Horton of Horton Design in North
Wilkesboro, North Carolina, has been the architect of its brand logos and graphic designs,
including many of the label elements and
layout structures. Additionally, they worked
directly with Wright Global and their designer,
Michael Truhe, who helped develop spirits label designs that make an impact on the shelf
and carry the brand identity to the consumer.
At Catoctin Creek, Harris says the company was looking for a more cohesive look
for its products. The new design includes
a more distinctive label shape, and a larger
font that stands out more. “Our old label was
something that was very difficult to pick out,”
Harris says.
Like Southern, the new Catoctin Creek
label also contains visual cues that draw from
the brand’s heritage. For example, its roundel,
the circular medallion which sits atop the full
logo, is meant to symbolize the role nature,
specifically the land where Catoctin Creek
is produced in Virginia, has in creating these
spirits. It contains the state flower, the

Monkey in Paradise Vodka’s quirky
design targets the millennial market.

Southern Distilling’s Southern Star label
conveys heritage and a sense of place.
Don Wright of Wright Global Graphics
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“I think some of the
newer trends are craft
spirits that are going
modern and clean,
kind of the antithesis
of historic.”
—David Schuemann,
owner/creative principal of
CF Napa Brand Design

Zíami opted for a modern design.

David Schuemann of CF Napa Brand Design

flowering dogwood.
And the Catoctin Creek monogram
contains fanciful script letters “C C D Co,”
for Catoctin Creek Distilling Co., with all the
letters intertwined as to become a single
meaningful unit.
The distillery worked with Thoroughbred Spirits Group out of Chicago for its
label redesign.
Let the Sun Shine In
Earthy tones have been favored looks for
many craft spirits labels, but experts say they
are beginning to see this open up to more adventurous designs in the past couple of years.
The brand Zíami, of Miami, is a good example. This high-end rum company went with
a much more modern and colorful design for
its labels.
“I think some of the newer trends are craft
spirits that are going modern and clean,
kind of the antithesis of historic,” says David
Schuemann, owner/creative principal of CF
Napa Brand Design, which designed Ziami’s
label and has offices in Napa, California, and
New York. “Zíami has a bright, clean supermodern very Miami Beach vibe to it.”
The label of another Florida craft brand CF
Napa designed, Monkey in Paradise, goes in
a quirkier direction. “It’s aimed at millennials,”
says Schuemann. “This whole idea of beach
bars and spring break and fun in the sun.”
The visual cues in the brand’s labels evoke
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the local tradition of sitting with a drink and
watching the tropical sun go down.
These labels show that craft brand label
design is entering a new phase as the industry gains more confidence and is willing to
try new things. Helping many of these craft
distillers has been the emergence of digital printing. This process allows for smaller
runs of labels, and also more variability. For
instance, labels in the same run can be made
to have slightly different graphical elements
incorporated into them.
“In today’s market, you have to appeal to
the individual,” says Patrick Seesholtz, business development manager for Blue Label
Digital Printing in Lancaster, Ohio. “With
digital printing technology every single label
can be different, allowing for design and color
variations within the same product, allowing
brand owners to personalize or customize
literally every single bottle on the shelf.”
Other new technologies, such as augmented reality (AR), are being incorporated
into labels as well, allowing for new levels of
consumer engagement with brands. With AR,
a consumer focuses their smartphone camera
on the label, revealing digital animation. This
capability drew a lot of attention in the wine
world when the brand 19 Crimes used it a
few years ago. And Wright says both it, and
similar technologies like QR codes, are good
fits for today’s tech-savvy consumers.
Seesholtz says laminates that make a mate-

rial look like worn leather or feel like velvet are
amongst the newer materials and finishes,
along with other papers, specialty materials
and foils that have different textures, characteristics and dimensions. These help a label
achieve that tactile effect that make consumers want to pick the bottle off the shelf and
feel it. And many craft labels continue to use
embossing and debossing, hot foil stamping,
and custom die cuts or shapes of the labels.
“We’re real strong proponents of adding
foil stamping and embossing embellishment,”
says Wright. “Many times, we see some things
that just maybe need a little bit of enhancement. We’ll actually take a design that’s not
a bad design that a customer has, but they
may not be aware of the techniques that are
available to enhance that design. So, we really
specialize and encourage people to add some
embellishment, be it screen print varnishes
or embossing foils, or even clear foils with an
emboss. What that does is add some dimension to the face of the label. It catches light
and if you catch light, light attracts the eye,
the eye looks at the product and you’ve made
an impact.”
For Wright, spirits, and more recently craft
spirits, have been a growing part of his family’s label business for 20 years—and counting. “The label helps communicate the spirit of
the distillery,” he says. “It conveys their message, their vision, their dream, their passion.
It’s really important.” ■
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